1. One of the applications which Cauchy made of the theory of residues was to the expansion of a function, f(x), defined say in ( -7r, w), as a series of the form 00 (1) 00 + 2~2 (a» cos /■"»* + °« sin /*»*) 
2(1 + irh)
The modern treatment of the series (1) is due to Fejes [l] . We shall call (1) the F.A. series of f(x) if equations (2) and (3) are satisfied.
In this note we are concerned with uniqueness theorems for convergent or summable series of the type (1 We use the notation An(x) -an cos pnx + bn sin pnx, P(r, x) = E An(x)rn, and denote the upper or lower limits of P(r, x), as r->1 -, by P*(x), P*(x) respectively. We shall prove where k is some constant.
Theorem 3. If, in Theorem 2, P*(x) =P*(x) =0 almost everywhere, then an = bn = 0 for all n.
A more elaborate argument2 than is given in this note will prove that in Theorem 2 we may have an exceptional enumerable set at the points of which P*(x), P*(x) are not required to be finite, but at which lim (1 -r)P(r, x) = 0. r->1 2. We shall denote by S"(f; x)=5"(x) the nth partial sum of the F.A. series of/(x). Corresponding to any integrable function/(x) we define an associated function /(*), of period 47r, by the equations
t(x) = < l-/(*-2tt) (t < *<3r).
In this notation, the results of S. Verblunsky [2] concerning Sn(f; x) and its derivatives may be written (6) Sn(f; x) = S2n(f; x) + tn (*),
when either side exists. The other cases may be dealt with similarly.
3. We shall denote by J'{f(x)} the series obtained by differentiating the F.A. series of f(x), and by J"{f(x)} the series obtained by differentiating J' \f(x)}. The Poisson-sums of J" {/(x)} shall be denoted by <P(r, x), <P*(x), <P*(x). We shall also use the notation
We may now prove Lemma 2. If at a point x0 (| x0| <w)
where I is not necessarily finite, then J' {/(x)} is summable-P at x0 to I.
We consider the Poisson-limit of 5"' (f; x). Since the second term on the right-hand side of (7) is o(l) for |x| <ir the result follows from Lemma 
where I is not necessarily finite, then J'\f(x)} is summable-P at x = w to hf(-ir+0)-l, and at x= -tt to l -hf(ir -0).
We must reconsider the second term on the right-hand side of (7). At x = 7r it equals -(h/ir)S*n(g; ir), where g(x) = (w -x)f(x), and so has the Poisson-limit --[g(T -0) +g(T + 0)] = hf(~ T + 0).
2ir
Using Lemma 1 and the theory of Fourier Series [3, p. 52], we find that the first term on the right-hand side of (7) has, at x=7r, the Poisson-limit -I. Hence J' {/(x)} is summable-P at x = irtohf(-7r+0) -I, and similarly at *= -it to l -hf(ir -0). where g(t) = (x -t)f(t). The second term in (9) has the Poisson-limit -(h/w)f(x0) at * = *0. To see that the first term has equal but opposite Poisson-limit we note that
,. g(xo + t) -g(x0 -t) -tf(x0 + t) -tf(x<> -t) hm-
The lemma now follows from the theory of Fourier series [4, p. 268] applied, in conjunction with Lemma 1, to the first term on the righthand side of (8).
Lemma5. If (5) converges uniformly in(-w, t) tof(x) EL( -w, it), then it is the M.F.A. series of f(x).
By straightforward integration, remembering that p.n-\-h tan irp.n = 0 for all n, we find that, if n is nonzero, (11) and (12) give 5. Proof of Theorem 2. We have » An(x) ("dp r» P(t, x) E --r"= -I -t~ dt = /(» (say)-
which is a continuous function of t in 0 = /<l. Since P*(x), P*(x) are finite in (-w, ir), P(t, x)/t is bounded as t-*\ and so limfH.i7(r) exists. Hence limr^iEr^n(^)''n/«2 exists for all x in ( -r, w). It follows by Tauber's Theorem that £~2An(x)/n2 is convergent for all x in (-ir, ir) and so therefore is £4n(*)//4 since £" (An(x)/n2-An(x)/p?n) is uniformly convergent.
Thus F*(x) = -£i°°.4B(x)//4J is finite in (-tt,t) and can be written as £1°°(ancos^nx+|3nsinju"*) (an = o(\/n), j8" = o(l/w)). Now, juB = »-l/2 + 0(l/«), and so oo P*(x) = £ {an cos (n -1/2)* + Bn sin (n -1/2)*} +G(x) i where G(x) is bounded. The series on the right-hand side is the sum, at t = x/2, of the Fourier series of a function g(t)EL2( -iv, it). Since it converges for / in (-ir/2, 7r/2) it must converge to g(t) p.p. in ( -7r/2, tt/2). Hence F*(x) is integrable in (-w, it), and by Theorem 1 the equation (10) This series is J'{ -k/2} which, by Corollary 1, has infinite Poisson sum at *= -it and x = 7r. Since P*(x), P*(x) were supposed finite in -Tr-'x-V we must have k = 0. The result follows. I am indebted to Professor S. Verblunsky, under whose supervision this work was carried out, for his helpful criticism and advice.
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